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Above: The first ever Class 222 Meridian to arrive at Barrow Hill on 20th July 2018. It was here for the
testing of the new facilities prior to going ‘live’ on 29th July.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock
Below: As part of the testing of the refurbished sidings and point work, East Midlands Trains sent one of
its new ‘Angel’ HST sets to Barrow Hill on 13th June 2018.
Photo: Alexa Stott

Opening Shot...

Our resident steam road roller, owned by
Laurie Fletcher, is nearing the end of its latest
overhaul. It is pictured here with Laurie and
his hard working assistant Will Hounsley after
a short test run in the Barrow Hill staff car
park. We are all looking forward to seeing it
fully back in action.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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FRONT COVER:
A historic moment for the Roundhouse as East
Midlands Trains’ Class 222 017 arrives for servicing
on the evening of 29th July 2018, the first night
of the Derby blockade contract. The first of many
arrivals over the next 72 nights.
Photo: Alexa Stott

From the Manager
Welcome...
I have spent many, many, nights
at the Roundhouse since we reopened for business in 1998.

HAVE YOU GOT A MEMORY
OF BARROW HILL IN
STEAM OR DIESEL DAYS?

I have spent nights watching steam
locomotives simmer around the
turntable on photo shoots. I have seen
a Class 170 DMU leave the site to go
on main line commissioning tests –
and I have waited for it to return! I
have waited for A1 60163 “Tornado”
to arrive at 2.00am only to find it had
arrived the wrong way round for the
open weekend it was booked for so
off it went back to Chesterfield and
then Sheffield to arrive back at Barrow
Hill again at 4.00am, this time the right
way round! I have waited long hours

Do you have photographs of the
depot which we could use in future
issues of the Newsletter?
Please get in touch with Alexa Stott
by post: Barrow Hill Roundhouse,
Campbell Drive, Barrow Hill,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire S43 2PR.
Or email: alexa@alexastott.com

design

print

web

signs
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Early in the summer and work is well underway on the new extended sidings for the East
Midlands Trains’ servicing contract as the walkways start to go in.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

like never before. It gives me a great
sense of pride and satisfaction to see
the Roundhouse and the site being
used for the very reason it was built
in 1870, albeit nearly 150 years later
in a modern era and with completely
different motive power!

for late running freight locomotives
returning to Barrow Hill.
And now, again, in August 2018, I find
myself spending nights here managing
the servicing of East Midlands Trains’
Meridians and HSTs during the Derby
station blockade. In fact I am writing
this introduction whilst I wait for the
next HST arrival.

This new commercial activity
strengthens our position further and
the new facilities will look after the
Roundhouse by continuing to provide
a good income to safeguard the future
and to protect all that we have worked
very hard to achieve.

My nocturnal occupation in the past,
whether that was watching beautiful
steam locomotives in an ideal setting
or watching modern trains using our
facilities, was fantastic but the East
Midlands Trains servicing, without
doubt, marks the beginning of an
exciting new era for Barrow Hill. It is
the culmination of many years of hard
work and sees us now fully playing
our part in the modern rail industry

This newsletter is packed with
excellent articles as always, and I hope
you enjoy reading it. I look forward to
seeing you at the Roundhouse soon.
Mervyn Allcock, General Manager
August 2018
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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
As Chairman of Barrow Hill
Engine Shed Society I am always
pleasantly surprised by the “can
do” spirit exhibited by the staff and
volunteers who turn out for various
roles including loco crews, car park
duty, shop keeping, guides, safety
marshals, catering support, etc.

Paul Millington for taking over the role of
Treasurer. He has taken on this substantial
task and made it his own.
He has provided a clear picture of our
very healthy finances which has taken over
a large part of his life. Thank you Paul, it’s
fortunate that you are retired and have time
to spare!?!

This is a fantastic display of commitment
and our visitors really appreciate the
knowledge and welcome they receive.
We have incredibly positive feedback: for
example on our Facebook page we have
scored 4.9 out of 5, this is fantastic.

In this summer season, we can celebrate
a number of wonderful events in the
Roundhouse such as:
Sound and Vision, where our guests
explored the sights and sounds of the
railways and made and played instruments
made from recycled materials in a ‘Junk
Funk’ workshop led by the One Day
Creatives. Our “Artists in Residence”
Kidology provided an exciting art workshop
and storyteller Sophie Snell provided a
journey of imagination.

Some of the comments left are:
• Very friendly staff and workers and an
amazing cafe.
• Very interesting place to visit, plenty of railway
history not just in rolling stock but in the
buildings. All staff very helpful and friendly,
the cafe provides quality food at a reasonable
price, we shall return.

Dad’s Day was a particular triumph as dads
and grandads came to the Roundhouse for
a day full of Father’s Day Fun and listened to
live music in the Roundhouse from popular
80s tribute band Atomic 80s.

• We love this place, we visit about every 2
months, to have lunch in the cafe.There is
always something different in the yard, and
for £3 it is great value.The staff are all very
friendly and happy to answer any questions.

In July the Roundhouse was the setting
for the premiere of another new
play: “Markham: Uncrowned King of
Chesterfield”. This brand new play told
the story of Charles Paxton Markham,
Chesterfield’s great industrialist and three
times Mayor, engineer extraordinaire and
multiple company and coal mine owner.

• Beautiful museum where both steam and
diesel have an equal footing. Plenty of present
main line locomotive activity too.
There are even more examples of this
positive feedback that I have not quoted,
and I would like to thank you all. I would
particularly like to highlight “friendly”,
“helpful” and “happy”. It makes me very
proud that you are creating this wonderful
welcoming atmosphere; thank you so much.

He was a 19th century people’s champion,
a man of vision and unfailing integrity, yet
eccentric, impetuous and apparently a sheer
force to be reckoned with.
There’s more about these great events later
on in this Newsletter.

On a personal level, I would like to thank
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There are further events planned over
the summer holidays and detailed on our
website. The Archaeology Fortnight has just
come to an end as this Newsletter goes to
print and we have Science Fun taking place
on 12th August and a Garden & Wildlife Day
on 25th August. As an Engineer it is gratifying
to know that our Science and Engineering
based activities always receive excellent

feedback. If you can support these activities
or promote our events, please do so.
Thanks again for your contributions in
making Barrow Hill Roundhouse a great
place to visit.
Mark Robinson
Chairman

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Barrow Hill
Engine Shed Society will be held at Barrow Hill Roundhouse on Thursday
27th September 2018 at 11.00am for the following purposes:
1. Opening and welcome by the Chairman (Professor Mark Robinson).
2. Minutes of the 2017 Annual General Meeting held on 30th July 2017.
3. To receive the company’s financial statements for the year ended 31st December
2016, including the Trustees Report and the report of the Independent Examiner.
4. To elect trustees. The trustees retiring by rotation are Paul Millington and Sandy
Crawley; they have indicated their willingness to be reappointed.
5. Any Other Business that may be transacted at an Annual General Meeting.
Informal Business
1. Report of the Company Secretary (Mervyn Allcock).
2. Report of the Membership Secretary (Martyn Brailsford).
3. General discussion led by the Chairman.

By order of the Trustees
Mervyn Allcock, Company Secretary, 8th August 2018

Registered office: Barrow Hill Roundhouse Railway Centre, Campbell Drive, Barrow Hill, Staveley,
Chesterfield, S43 2PR
Proxies: A member of the company entitled to attend and vote at the Annual General Meeting
may appoint a proxy to attend, vote (not on a show of hands) and speak instead of him or
her. The form of proxy must be in accordance with the company’s Articles of Association and
deposited at the company’s registered office at least 48 hours before the date and time of the
Annual General Meeting.

At the close of the meeting, those present are invited to join the Trustees
for a buffet lunch and an opportunity to view the latest developments of
the Roundhouse site.
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HLF UPDATE
Things have been as busy as ever
on the Heritage Lottery Project
side of things as we continue to
develop new ways of engaging with
schools and families and get them
excited about the work and history
of the Roundhouse.
group with local teachers will be held to
promote the work of the site.

We have enjoyed visits from Richardson
Endowed Primary School, Morton Primary
School and Reigate Park Primary School
in May and June. These are schools slightly
further out in Derbyshire so it suggests
to us that we are getting recognised
on a wider scale as an exciting learning
destination. We have had some lovely
feedback from these sessions including
comments on the kindness and knowledge
of our fantastic learning volunteers
without whom these visits wouldn’t be
possible. We hope to continue to develop
our education programme and bring in
more schools in the next school year
in September when another discussion

The next school year will also see the
launch of an exciting range of new learning
resources for school visits including
‘Discover in a Day’ Arts Award workshops
for primary schools and interactive STEM
workshops for Key Stage 3 pupils. These
have been designed by our wonderful
partners Natalie and Donna at Community
Growth with the help of local school
children and Roundhouse volunteers.
We have also continued to develop out
links with Sheffield Hallam University
and have recently met with staff of their
Computing Department to discuss
developing a range of exciting pieces
of interactive technology to put in the
exhibitions in the Roundhouse. This
is something we hope to involve local
schools in as well.
In addition to this we currently have a
student from Sheffield Hallam University
undertaking a 4-week internship with us
to help develop a range of object handling
boxes full of different replica artefacts
and activities of a historical theme that
we can take around the local community
to use as part of our outreach work. We
hope to create reminiscence boxes full of
things like old household items, posters,
pictures and games to use in sessions at
care homes for those living with dementia,
as well as a box tailored to young people

Our Artists in Residence, Kidology, asked visitors
to turn Roundhouse sounds into pictures during
the Sound & Vision weekend, just one of many
fascinating activities on offer.
Photo: Glynn Wilton
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Archaeologists and volunteers get stuck in,
exploring the secrets hidden under our car park,
which included uncovering the foundations of
one of the cottages in Long Row.
Photos: Glynn Wilton

for families and adults. Over the course
of two weeks, the archaeologists and
volunteers from the local area set about
excavating the remains of the Long Row,
Victorian-built houses for workers of the
Staveley Coal & Ironwork Company, on
what is now our car park. The dig proved a
success as the walls of the back rooms of
three different houses were found as well
as parts of a stairway to a cellar. Segments
of two alleyways between houses were
also uncovered as were the remains of the
walls of some of the house gardens. The
dig finished with a family weekend where
visitors could go on a tour of the dig site
and see displays of finds and artefacts
from other digs. Next summer the dig
will continue so keep a look out on our
website and social media for more details
of how to get involved!

and families that we can take out to local
primary schools and use at family events.
Following on from our Sound and Vision
weekend and Dad’s Day in June where the
brilliant tribute band “Atomic” delighted
visitors with fantastic covers of 80s tunes,
we have an exciting range of family events
taking place over the summer.

On Sunday 12th August our ‘Science
Fun’ event took place. A day jam
packed with different science shows and
demonstrations for families from specialist
science activity providers the Science
Boffins and Explorer Dome. There were

Most recently, in July, we held our
community archaeology dig run by Trent
& Peak Archaeologists. This was open to
members of the public to volunteer on
and get involved with special digging slots
7

HLF UPDATE continued...
also special displays from University of
Sheffield’s Women in Engineering and
Chesterfield Astronomical Society, whilst
the Chesterfield Model Engineering Society
offered rides on a miniature railway. The
event also celebrated the life of George
Stephenson as the date marked the 170th
anniversary of his death, and we had a
special handling box from Chesterfield
Museum to explore more about his life.
The event attracted a lot of interest from
members of the public on social media
and turned out to be a real success that
showcased Barrow Hill Roundhouse as a
hub for STEM learning.
On Saturday 25th August our final
family event of the summer Garden and
Wildlife Fun will take place. This is a day
all about promoting awareness of the
wildlife around us and the wider world
and what we can do to protect it. Local
wildlife charities including the Bumblebee
Conservation Trust, East Midlands Butterfly
Conservation, Mid Derbyshire Badger
Group and Derbyshire Amphibian &
Reptile Group will be running pop up
stands with interactive family activities.
Meanwhile, professional wildlife

The Explorer Dome gave entertaining shows
for children about forces and energy.
Photo: Glynn Wilton

photographer Michael Leech will be
giving a fascinating talk on the secrets of
wildlife film making and running a family
workshop on his experiences of living and
communicating with gorillas!
As well as all these exciting activities Glynn
and Sally have been getting out and about
promoting the work of the Roundhouse.
Glynn helped organise a special local
heritage fair at Creswell Crags in late July
with the Derbyshire Museum &
Heritage Forum of which he is
Chair where he also ran a pop
up stand to show visitors what
the Roundhouse can offer. This
is just one example of the work
being done to form strong ties
with other heritage sites across
Derbyshire. Meanwhile, in August,
Sally will be running free summer
activity sessions at a number of
local libraries.

The Science Boffins boffin, Ady, entertained children and
adults with experiments, optical illusions and effects.
Photo: Glyn Wilton
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Glynn Wilton, HLF Project Manager
Sally Toon, Learning & Access Officer

HEADLINE NEWS & NEWSLINES
EMT WORKS AND OPERATION
As mentioned in the previous Newsletter,
the Roundhouse site has been the subject
of a significant amount of investment by
Network Rail to allow East Midlands Trains
to use the site for servicing of Meridians
and HSTs during the Derby Re-signalling
Project.
Five sidings have been refurbished by
Trackwork under the contract management
of Spencers. New switches and point
handles installed and two of the sidings
alongside the Rampart building have been
extended with the added benefit of an
improved walkway up to the Coaling Stage.
On the other side of the site, alongside the
Barrow Hill Halt platform, three sidings have
been spot re-sleepered, tamped and levelled.
Walkways have been installed alongside all
five servicing roads along with lighting. On
the main line connection, fuel tanks and
fuel lines, water tanks and water supplies
and a full CET (Controlled Emission Toilet)
system have been installed.
Photos: Mervyn Allcock and Alexa Stott
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HEADLINE NEWS & NEWSLINES continued...
EMT Driver Paul Williams and Project
Manager Phil Dallman discuss the
next shunt move to test the new
track and point work using one of
EMT’s new ‘Angel’ HST sets.
Photo: Alexa Stott

On 20th July all the new infrastructure was
put to the test with a full night of servicing
of HSTs and Meridians. All went well,
which was a cause for celebration for all

those involved in the hard work of the past
few months. It also marked the first ever
visit of a Class 222 to the site.

All the track on site has been carefully
inspected and upgraded ready for the
EMT servicing contract
Photo: Alexa Stott

Trackwork repairs being completed
on the main line connection as a
DRS Class 37 waits to come in.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock
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Class 20 20168 “Sir George Earle” was a recent
visitor to Barrow Hill. It came in from Hope
Cement Works for servicing by HNRC. The loco
is named after the late Sir George Foster Earle,
President of Associated Portland Cement, now
known as Lafarge UK.
Photo: Dale Holford

Another commercial visitor to Roundhouse
recently was the newly overhauled and rebranded
Colas Class 67 67023, seen here on the main line
connection just before it left Barrow Hill.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

Photo: Dale Holford
On 10th July Freightliner Class 66 66623
brought in six vehicles for repairs from the
main line sidings at Barrow Hill. Using Barrow
Hill’s Class 03 shunter 03066 the six vehicles
were then shunted for Freightliner’s fitters.
Over a two-day period, three of the wagons
were repaired and then brake tested on the
third day before being taken away by another
Class 66. Two of the wagons could not be
repaired because they were fully loaded and
the last wagon will stay at the Roundhouse to
be repaired at a later date.
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HEADLINE NEWS & NEWSLINES continued...

On 23rd June, visitors were treated to the sight of more
than 25 classic Ford cars on display at the Roundhouse
during a stop over on their Derbyshire Peaks & Dales Tour.
Photos: Alexa Stott
Class 33 leaving site.
Photos: Dale Holford
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In smart matching livery the Belmond British Pullman
arrived at Barrow Hill on 18th April for servicing during
a visit to Chatsworth. The locomotives used on the
charter were 67024 and 67021.
Photos: Dale Holford

On 6th June the Belmond British
Pullman returned for servicing by
Barrow Hill staff and volunteers.
Little Owl...
A rather sad tale but with a happy
ending. Regular readers of the
Newsletter will know that a pair of
Little Owls reside in the Roundhouse
and entertain visitors with their
comings and goings. From the
noises emanating from under the
Roundhouse roof we knew that the
pair had bred again this year and this
was confirmed in a rather sad way in mid June
when one of the baby Little Owls was found by
Dale Holford on the floor of the Roundhouse under
the nest, unfortunately dead. However, we could
still hear another chick in the nest hissing for its
parents. On the morning of 26th June Dale was in
the Locker Room when he heard a familiar hissing,
but this time much closer and definitely not
coming from the nest! The move of several lockers
later and one very lively and vocal Little Owl chick
was rescued, the RSPCA called for advice and the
chick placed on the Locker Room roof in an open
box for its parents to find. The next day the Little
Owl chick was nowhere to be seen but on the floor
under the nest, a third smaller Little Owl chick was
discovered. Sadly, as with its sibling, the fall from
the nest was fatal despite an emergency visit to
the vets. So it was with a sense of relief that Dale
reported he had heard the Little Owl chick that
had made an unexpected visit to the Locker Room
hissing loudly in the nest. We don’t know how it
got back up there, perhaps helped by its parents,
but at least one chick had survived its first - and
hopefully not its last - Roundhouse adventure.
Photos: Dale Holford
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EVENTS
RAIL ALE 2018

been transformed into a luxurious dining
experience, complete with beer sampling
and an entertaining speech from Stuart
Bateman, MD of Batemans Brewery, one of
the Rail Ale sponsors.

Every year we say it can’t possibly
get any better and every year it
does! Yet again Rail Ale provided
us with three days of fantastic
entertainment, great beers and lots
of smiling happy faces as thousands
of visitors soaked up the sunshine,
partied, danced or simply tapped
their feet to sounds of the jazz band
in the marquee.

So back to the coveted Beer of the Festival.
First of all a big thank you to all those
breweries who took part in this year’s
competition. There were some fantastic
beers to choose from and it was a huge well
done to Oakham Ales for their beer Green
Devil IPA which was unanimously judged
as Champion Beer of the Festival 2018.
Thanks must also go to all those who joined
the judging panels to undertake the very
demanding task of deciding the winner – it’s
such hard work drinking beer!

This year’s festival opened with the popular
trade session as publicans, brewers and Rail
Ale visitors gathered to sample the delights
on offer, with a particular emphasis on the
beers that had been entered in this year’s
Beer of the Festival competition (more of
that shortly). In the meantime VIP guests
gathered in the new café area which had

Thursday evening and something new for
Rail Ale – the Grand Rail Ale Concert
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starring “Floyd in the Flesh”, a 7-piece Pink
Floyd tribute band, who have perfected
the unique sound of Pink Floyd. Concert
goers were treated to songs from albums
including Dark Side of the Moon, Wish You
Were Here, Animals, Meddle, Division Bell,
The Wall and more, with a fantastic light and
media show. And as if that wasn’t enough
entertainment, this all took place alongside
the bars with 350 real ales and ciders on
offer as well as the Prosecco bar and – new
for 2018 – the Rail Ale Gin Palace.
Friday and Saturday – and the fun continued
in glorious sunshine. “New Orleans Jazz”
were greeted with great enthusiasm in the
Marquee on Friday afternoon and there
was an equally warm welcome for “Ashover
Brass Band” on Saturday afternoon. These
two bands have become firm favourites
at Rail Ale over the years and the party
in the Marquee was bigger than ever this
year! In the meantime, on the main stage
in the Roundhouse itself we welcomed
back “Dukes of Pork” and “Rogue Embers”
who made their hugely successful debuts
as supporting acts at Rail Ale 2017. Such
was their popularity that we really had to
invite them back as headliners for 2018!
Also returning for the second year were the
incredibly talented “Highway Child” who

once again brought Rail Ale to a soul funking
close on the Saturday night. As always,
there was plenty of musical talent on display
throughout both Friday and Saturday in the
afternoon acoustic sessions – some are
regular Rail Ale entertainers but there were
also many making their debut at the Festival.
Old and new, they all had an enthusiastic
reception from the Rail Ale audience.
The Food Court did a roaring business with
pork pies, pancakes, pizzas and fish & chips,
to mention just a few, all going down well
with the beer and cider. Talking of a roaring
business – and a special mention must be

15

EVENTS continued...
made of the Rail Ale Gin Palace, which sold
out not once but three times! We knew gin
was popular but our customers were clearly
thirstier than we could have ever imagined!!!
So 12 months of planning and three days of
beer, music, trains and gin drew to a close
for another year. The thank you list gets
bigger every year but the biggest thank you
of all always goes to all the volunteers from
Barrow Hill and the wider Rail Ale team,
without whom there would be no Rail Ale.

The stage is set for
Jools and friends...
Photo: Alexa Stott

See you to do it all over again on
16th, 17th and 18th May 2019!

thanks to the efforts of the Barrow Hill
volunteers and the Rail Ale team – as a
huge stage large enough to fit all those
musicians and their instruments on arose
from the depths of the turntable pit. Bars
were relocated, locomotives moved to their
starring roles at either side of the stage and
the Gin Palace was restocked yet again!

JOOLS HOLLAND AND HIS
RHYTHM & BLUES ORCHESTRA
The Roundhouse was quite literally
buzzing with anticipation only seven
days after the doors closed on Rail
Ale 2018 as an audience of nearly
2,000 awaited the arrival on stage of
Jools Holland and his Rhythm & Blues
Orchestra with special guest star
Marc Almond.

And that patient wait on a gloriously sunny
Saturday evening was more than worth
it. It is just a shame that this isn’t an audio
newsletter as Marc Almond’s rendition
of the Soft Cell classic “Say Hello, Wave
Goodbye” almost brought the Roundhouse
roof down, so loud was the reaction of the
audience. The crowd roared for more and
they got it as Jools, his long time friend and
hugely talented drummer Gilson Lavis and
singers Ruby Turner, Louise Marshall and
Rosie Mae entertained the enthusiastic
audience for nearly two hours.

In those seven days the Roundhouse had
undergone yet another transformation –

Backstage, in between sets, it was pretty
clear that Jools had been looking forward
to this gig for quite some time as he
introduced Marc to some of the stars of
yesteryear – the locomotives that formed
an atmospheric backdrop to the concert.

The steel supports for the stage over
the turntable pit are put in place.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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In fact the two stars seemed pretty star
struck themselves – like children in a
sweetie shop they couldn’t get enough
‘selfies’ of themselves in front of the
engines.
Another fantastic night at the Roundhouse
that will live long in the memory!

ANOTHER FIRST FOR
BARROW HILL
“MARKHAM – UNCROWNED
KING OF CHESTERFIELD”
On 22nd July the Roundhouse was
the venue of choice for the premiere
of a new play from Derbyshire-based
playwright Lynn Ludditt.

A scene from “Markham - Uncrowned King of
Chesterfield” as Mayor Markham and other
great and good Chesterfield citizens debate the
improvements he is making to the town.
Photo: Alexa Stott

Performed by local actors, with original
music and song written by local musician
Rob Laughlin, “Markham” told the story of
Charles Paxton Markham, almost certainly
Chesterfield’s greatest industrialist, three
times Mayor, engineer extraordinaire and
owner of many companies and coal mines.
He was seen as the people’s champion, a
man of vision and unfailing integrity, yet
eccentric, impetuous and ‘a sheer force to
be reckoned with’.

Although those who saw “Down the Line”
in September 2017 during the celebrations
to mark the re-opening of the Roundhouse
following the HLF refurbishment will recall
that Charles Markham had a starring role
in that play, Lynn was actually drawn to
writing this play following the discovery
that Charles Markham, at his request, is
buried in Staveley Cemetery.

Village wives discuss the positive impact Charles
Markham is having on them and their families’ lives.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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EVENTS continued...
Poignantly, his grave is quite overgrown, his
legacy to Chesterfield almost forgotten,
and it is Lynn’s hope that her play will
reignite a pride in his achievements.

Darlington today.
Perhaps you’ll have me back again to give
another show in the not too distant future?
All the best, Steve

A SOCIAL EVENING
THANK YOU

As Paul says: “Needless to say, he will be
invited back.”

Our popular monthly Social
Evenings are continuing to bring
some fascinating speakers to the
Roundhouse.

STILL TO COME…
By the time you read this Newsletter
we will have held our Science Day
on 12th August. Judging by the
activities that have been lined up and
the interest that has already been
shown by visitors to our website and
social media pages, this promises to
be a great day and you will get a full
report in the Winter Newsletter.

The June lecture was given by Steve
Armitage who specialises in digital image
restoration of steam era images from
Victorian times to the end of BR steam
in 1968. He is custodian of archives for
The A1 Steam Locomotive Trust as well as
many well known photographers. Shows
given by Steve are an opportunity for him
to raise funds for the A1 Trust by seeking
donations from the audience.

And that won’t be the last of our summer
events as the Garden & Wildlife Friendly
Fun Day takes place on 25th August.
With a short pause for breath and to
gather ourselves, we will then launch into
our World War One Commemoration
over several weekends in October and
November (20th, 21st and 27th October
and 3rd and 4th November) and a very
spooky Halloween Fun Day on 28th
October. The year will round off with
a Christmas Family Fun event on 8th
December before the Roundhouse closes
its doors for the winter break on 9th
December 2018 and no doubt a welcome
rest for all our volunteers who have
worked so hard over the course of this
year.

Following his show, Steve wrote to Paul
Beardsley, the brains behind the great list
of speakers that is quietly and efficiently
put together for us every year.
Good morning Paul
Just a note of appreciation for the wonderful
reception and hospitality shown to me by you
and your members last night. It was such a
thrill for me to be invited to such an iconic
location and to be showing Midland Railway
images.The icing on the cake was to have
MR1000 in the adjoining Roundhouse!
Could I also ask you to express my sincere
thanks for the voluntary contributions made by
attendees towards The A1 Steam Locomotive
Trust for the upkeep and maintenance of
‘Tornado’. A quite magnificent £50.50 was
raised and I’ll be sending a cheque off to

Don’t forget to keep an eye on the
Barrow Hill website and on our
Facebook and Twitter pages for detailed
and up-to-date information on all our
forthcoming events.
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Above: The talented cast of actors who brought “Markham - Uncrowned King of Chesterfield” to life.
Below: The barrels of beer are lined up ready to be racked for another Rail Ale festival.
Photos: Alexa Stott

Picture This. . .
Jools Holland and Marc Almond, Barrow Hill
Roundhouse, 26th May 2018.
Photo: Jon Veitch

What a night!
Photos: Jon Veitch

DAVE DARWIN REMEMBERS...

Doe Lea Valley Branch
There are many stretches of railway in
Britain which are known by the name of
the river they follow. The Lune, Calder
and Severn Valley, to name just a few, are
all well known and much favoured by
railway photographers, past and present.
Not so well known is the Doe Lea Valley
in North East Derbyshire. This 8-mile
long river rises in pleasant countryside,
overlooked by Hardwick Hall and
Bolsover Castle, before joining the
River Rother at Staveley which, before
the coming of the collieries and other
industries, was a waterway for trout,
water voles and other wildlife and birds.

wagons for loading and forming into
trains loaded wagons to be worked away.
The station platform was retained and
used for “Miners Specials” for days out
from the local Miners Welfare Clubs. It
also saw use for a DMU shuttle service
in 1977 ferrying local school children for
a Royal visit as the Queen was visiting
Chesterfield for the first time.
In 1948 the Bolsover Coalite & Chemical
plant opened, processing coal into
smokeless fuel (“Coalite”) and making
many chemicals from the by-products of
this process. The infamous weedkiller
Dioxin – now banned – was produced
here and it was later discovered that
the air was being contaminated by the
manufacturing process. Dioxin was also
found in the milk of cows who grazed the
nearby grassland. Questions were asked
in Parliament and it raised a stink in more
ways than one. The area became known
as Dioxin Valley for a while.

The railway came in 1886 to service
the collieries that opened up in the
valley: Glapwell (opened 1882, closed
1974), Ramcroft (opened 1916, closed
1966), Bolsover (opened 1891, closed
1993) and Markham (opened 1882,
closed 1993). The line was extended
through to Mansfield via Pleasley,
joining the Mansfield-Worksop line at
Mansfield Woodhouse, known as Pleasley
Junction. A passenger service ran from
Barrow Hill to Mansfield but this was
discontinued in the 1930s through lack
of use and the section from Glapwell to
Pleasley Junction was closed and lifted.

With the collieries and the Coalite plant,
through which the river passed, fouling
the river water, the Doe Lea became
a smelly black open sewer. Indeed it
was known as the Black Waters and
the smell was well known. All forms of
wildlife disappeared along with much
vegetation.

Bolsover station remained until the
1980s and was used for goods traffic until
1962 by farmers for dispatching beet
(in season) and receiving fertiliser and
farm implements. The Branch Inspector
(Traffic) had his office here and the
travelling shunters were also stationed
here. They assisted guards of trains to
the local collieries, disposing of empty

The Doe Lea branch was a major source
of revenue for the Barrow Hill area and
the pit closures saw the beginning of the
gradual run down of Barrow Hill shed.
Barrow Hill crews continued to operate
the branch until the shed’s closure in
1991 when the new depot at Worksop
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took over operations. With the local pits
all closed, coal for the Coalite plant came
most from the Selby mines complex, until
2004 when the Coalite plant finally closed.
The branch was left in situ for a while.
Plans for a rail connection to the massive
Markham Vale Enterprise Park came to
nothing as did a rail connection to the
Erin landfill site for refuse trains. The
track has now all been lifted but in the
future some of the Doe Lea Valley will be
part of HS2 – the wheel will have turned
full circle.

The End of Steam
It is now fifty years since British Railway
finished with steam traction on the
main line. Ironically, many of the diesels
and electrics that replaced the steam
locomotives are now themselves
consigned to the history books or
running on heritage railways. Only a few
have the necessary safety equipment
fitted to allow them to be used on main
line duties.

of the other types which were hybrids;
a mixture of different parts from other
companies.
Wise words indeed from an ex-LNER
driver brought up on Pom Poms (J11) and
RODS (04) – good old plodders which
would always get you there and back!

Devon Belle
Another interesting item of rolling
stock has arrived at Barrow Hill by
road to receive attention from Rampart
Engineering. The observation car was
used on the Southern Railway’s “Devon
Belle” train and has led an interesting life.
It started life as an ambulance coach in
World War One before being bought
by the Pullman Car Company in the
1930s when it was converted into the
observation car we see today. It was
also one of the coaches which formed
the train of the ill-fated “Flying Scotsman
Tour of America”. It brought up the rear
of the train and contained a bar named
“The Fireman’s Bar” which is still in situ
today.

In the early days of diesels, when many
different types were being used, an old
Driver friend here at Barrow Hill had
a Volkswagen Beetle car which at that
time was probably the most reliable
car around. “Dave,” he said “if you
were going to buy a loco, get an English
Electric Class 37, so reliable, just like my
car. Not the most comfortable but they
will always get you there and back.”
His words proved to be correct. The
English Electric Class 37s continue to
be the mainstay of heritage locos on the
main line today. His theory was that
everything on English Electric locos was
made by the company, right down to the
Driver’s cooker or hotplate, unlike many
24

The Devon Belle’s observation car arrives
by low loader at the Roundhouse,
where it will be the subject of a detailed
overhaul by Rampart.

A Thank You

The nine coaches of the train were sent
for scrap in America but an enterprising
businessman saved the observation car,
attaching it (quite literally) to a building
in San Francisco.

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all Barrow Hill members and staff
at the Roundhouse who, during my wife’s
recent operations, wished her well and a
speedy recovery.

In 2007 a group from the Swanage
Railway bought the car and brought it
back to Britain. Rampart, which was
based at Derby at the time, had the task
of making the car useable on the British
railway network and giving it some
TLC. However, it needs a bit more than
canisters of sealant and filler now. Major
surgery is the order of the day and so it
is here in Rampart’s workshop where it
will be restored to as good as new.

I am pleased to say that, thanks to the
skill of the surgeons and staff at Calow
Hospital, she is well on the way to a full
recovery. Without Jenny I would not be
able to devote so much time (three days
a week at least) to help keep the shed
running.
Thank you

The observation car is seen here during its
American adventure, on the back of the
train hauled by A3 “Flying Scotsman”.
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THE COLLECTIONS TEAM
FROM PIGEONS TO CIRCUS
ELEPHANTS

The larger towns with markets would
normally have more extensive cattle docks
with associated pens. The smaller stations
held markets within the pens on the cattle
dock itself.

Since the late 1950s the railway’s
influence on animal movements and
markets has drastically reduced due
to two main factors: road transport
nationalisation under British Road
Services and private ownership of
agricultural transport.

With the advent of faster trains and more
reliable locomotives from the 1930s
onwards, fresh killed meat was able to be
transported more easily on the railways.
Around 1962, British Railways reduced the
number of stations open for livestock from
over 2,500 to just over two hundred. By the
late 1960s only live cattle imported from
Ireland were still being moved by rail and
this ended when that trade ceased in 1975.
Fresh meat and fish and other perishable
goods were classed as express services
and granted a similar priority to express
passenger services.

This is quite a turnaround in fortune
as originally railways were allegedly the
culprit in the many miles of droving
roads becoming redundant. Prior to the
introduction of rail livestock movements,
animals were walked to markets that were
relatively close by.
From their incorporation railways were
seen as an ideal source of transport for
sheep, pigs and cows. Pigs and sheep
sometimes travelled in purpose-built double
decked vehicles (mainly found in the north
and particularly in Scotland). Cattle were
often transported to the south east of the
country for fattening or delivered to towns
for market and slaughter.

Cattle were sometimes moved as a block
load but most cattle wagons travelled in
small numbers attached to goods trains or
occasionally to passenger trains on branch
lines; these had to be XP rated vehicles of
course.

A view of Worksop station with the former cattle dock to
the right; the points, siding and ground frame having been
removed. The listed Worksop West signal box can be seen
in the near distance.
Photo: Internet
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A typical cattle dock of the period in use.
Photo: National Railway Museum

They would generally be found together at
the locomotive end as this meant the loco
could take them directly to the cattle dock
on arrival where the animals could be fed
and watered. Also, as cattle wagons were
often fitted with vacuum brakes, marshalling
them at the head of the train, whether full
or empty, meant their brakes could be used.

The horse box carriages were transported
as goods stock when empty. Horse boxes
were often padded and had water and feed
troughs. Separate compartments within the
carriages were set aside for grooms. Horse
traffic started to decline in the 1930 due
to the rise in road transport opportunities.
Research would suggest that some horse
transport continued by rail until 1950.

Horse box carriages on the railways helped
to expand the horse racing industry. The
carriages were transported as passenger
traffic when occupied, sometimes tagged
onto passenger trains.

My personal experience is of Worksop
station which had a cattle dock large
enough for ten or perhaps more vans. The
station also saw weekday regular nonstopping services from Grimsby to Ashton
Moss (for Manchester) nicknamed locally as
“The Fishy”. From the ensuing odour you
could always tell if you had missed The Fishy
on any particular day. In the latter days of
steam this service was frequently hauled by
92220 “Evening Star” or B1 “Mayflower”.

When near to race courses special trains
of up to five horse box carriages were not
unheard of.

This picture shows the points on the right leading
to the cattle dock at Worksop, operated by a
ground frame at the end of platform 2. When
the ground frame was in use the porters were
inundated with cries of “Give us a go mister”
from the spotters. Photo: Internet
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Circus elephants, when they arrived at
Worksop Station, were always unloaded in
the down sidings to the left of the picture
given their size and to avoid crossing the
line.

Photo: National Railway Museum

As a child, in addition to the trainloads of
cattle and the scary release of pigeons,
cartons and boxes of live chicks and
ducklings were often to be found on the
platform barrows for collection or onward
transit. It was quite a novel experience for a
10 year old townie kid.

1940s and 1950s has been accessioned into
the collection, which sparked the research
for this article.

The Transport Commission (British Railway
Board) was well known for having a rule
for everything and having every eventuality
covered. The transport of livestock, fruit and
fish was no exception and recently a whole
raft of rules and regulations dating from the

I am sure many of our members will have
memories of the transport of, and the
demise of, livestock, fresh foods and the
tons of parcels lost for ever from the
railways to road transport. Hopefully this

“Room for one more, move down the carriage please.”
Photo: National Railway Museum
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article will kindle thoughts and memories,
be they of circus elephants parading from
the station to the show ground, racehorses
to Lincoln or Market Rasen or homing
pigeons racing home to their brides.
Graham Holland
THE BARROW HILL DISCIPLINE BOOK
We have all heard of a jack in a box but a
dog in a box! How times have changed.
Photo: National Railway Museum

In Newsletter 53 (Spring 2017) Don
Cambridge introduced us to the Barrow Hill
Discipline Book, which is in the Museum
collection. This book dates from around the
turn of the last century and is very delicate.
Don has been spending some of his spare time
writing out the entries, a labour of love as some
entries are in ornate “copperplate” handwriting
whilst others are more hurried. Newsletter 53
gave a review of the first 50 pages of the book.
Now Don continues the story…

himself so when the page numbers are
the same, this refers to the same man. I
have left out the name of the employee
in case it refers to someone a reader may
know or a family member. There is a full
list of names with dates of birth and page
numbers on our website www.barrowhill.
org for genealogy purposes.
Some explanatory notes:

Apologies if I covered page 50 in the last
article but I may have picked different
pieces out. Each employee has a page to

The normal abbreviation for Engine is a
letter E prefixed to the number. Words or
numbers followed by a ? I am not sure of.
Page 78 has a reference to Hellifield which
seems a long way from home – was this
a Fireman, did they have long trips from
Staveley or was he on loan?
Page 81 refers to E861 and we now have
photographs of sister engines 863 and 864
in our new exhibition.
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BH Discipline Book
Fine/
Payment

Reason

50

Suspended 6
days

For not keeping train under proper control and causing collision with Goods
train at Kegworth

50

Cautioned

Not observing more promptly that his coat had caught brake disc valve handle
and applied brake bringing train to a stand between Hall Lane Jc and Staveley

51

Fined 5/-

Neglect of duty in failing to satisfy himself that turntable was in right position
before moving engine thereby causing damage to table and delaying traffic

51

Cautioned

Putting E1970 away with R driving spring shifted in Buckle 2” and not reporting
the case in Repairs Book

52

Admonished

Causing nuisance at Saltley Lodging House

52

Cautioned

Omitting to come on Duty to work 12.25am Furnace Yard – to be suspended
next time

52

Suspended 6
days

Going on Duty in an unfit state owing to Drink

52

Cautioned

Neglecting to satisfy himself when leaving the sidings at Dronfield that
Guard and the whole of his train was following Engine

53

Gratuity 2/6

For promptly extinguishing a fire in a Wagon Sheepbridge Yard

53

Fined 2/6

For neglecting to obtain and sign for weekly signal notice

54

Fined 5/6

Neglecting to stop Workmen’s Train at ? points and running into Stop
block and causing complaints from passengers Oxcroft Colly Jc

55

1/-

Failing to give up Card Pass

56

5/-

Leaving his engine and going off the Companies premises to obtain drink

56

5/-

Omitting to stop at Staveley Town as Booked

56

3/6

Neglect of Duty therefore causing damage to Buffer stop Oxcroft
Colliery

57

Suspended 3
days

Neglect of Duty and thereby causing a collision and damage to Engines
and wagons – Derby West coal stage

57

Fined 2/6

Allowing Engine to emit smoke unnecessary at Brightside

57

Reprimanded

For not stopping his engine clear of a crossover road in Dense Fog
thereby contributing to a collision between and derailment of and damage
to engines – Staveley

57

Gratuity 7/6

Diligence in observing a wagon of Coke on Fire in a passing train ?
between Stanton Gate and Trowell Jc and for prompt action in the Matter
30

58

3d

Losing Check

59

Cautioned and
lost 1 day

Absenting himself 2 days without leave

59

Cautioned

Failing to properly carry out Instructions contained in Clause “h” of Rule 171
when starting from Clay Cross South Jc with his train whereby he failed to
promptly discover that the whole of the wagons were not following in a proper
manner

60

Suspended 4
days

For coming on Duty under the influence of Drink

60

Cautioned and
lost 2 days

Missing train 9.30pm Whitwell to Wincobank

60

Cautioned

On duty 1 hour late for 4.45am Normanton train – causing 30 min delay. Excuse
– watch broken on 7th instant and thought he had time for a little more rest
before he was called

60

Paid off

Coming on Duty 10 mins late 10pm Kettg Train and slightly under the influence
of Drink

62

Cautioned

Omitting to come on Duty 2.45am Tranship Engine, being properly called

64

2/6

Causing engine to leave rails thro mismanagement of points

66

Reprimanded

For neglect of Duty by not taking Water at proper time, thereby delaying traffic

67

Cautioned

Putting E308 away with R Piston Gland Syphon Pipe lost and not reporting it

67

Suspended 3
working days

Passing Siding Signal at Danger and causing Engine off the Road, Bolsover

68

Suspended 1 day Idling time away

68

Reprimanded
and suspended
1 day

Leaving the Companies premises when he should be at work – to be dismissed
if again at fault

70

Suspended 6
working days

For making a false representation and obtaining Double Lodging Expenses when
not entitled to receive

70

Very Poor
Excuse

For stopping to obtain Water at Chesterfield and thereby causing delay to
12.55pm Express Bristol to Leeds

71

1/-

Smoking on Duty

73

Suspended 6
days

For attempting to strike his Driver when on Duty

75

Suspended 1
working day

Contributory Negligence in Home Signal being passed and causing Damage to
Crossing gates,Whittington

76

2/6

Neglect of Duty thereby causing damage to Engine Shed floor Staveley

76

1/-

Causing damage to Hand Lamp
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76

Gratuity 10/-

Vigilance in observing tree that had blown down foul of the Main Line and
promptly calling attention to the same,Whatstandwell

76

Fined 5/-

Negligence – whereby a collision resulted and Damage caused to two Engines,
Staveley

77

3d

Losing Check

77

Fined 6d

Leaving Work without Check, Oct 8th

78

Reprimanded

Breach of Rules 9 and 135, Leaving Engine on Main Line and going to
Refreshment Room at Hellifield

79

Suspended 3
working days

Passing Disc Signal at Danger, thereby causing Engine to be derailed, Pye Bridge
Junction

80

Cautioned

Putting Short Oil feeder away Damaged on E1693 and not reporting it

80

Gratuity 5/-

For noticing a Wagon leave the Rails and regain them

81

Suspended 2
days in addition
to lost time

By Neglect of duty in not coming to Work his Booked train through not taking
sufficient rest

81

Reprimanded

Omitting to sign E861 off in Repair book

81

Suspended 6
working days

For advancing ? past Mainline Stacking ? Signal at Barlboro Colly Sdns

83

Cautioned

For omitting to produce No 1 Supp and No 22 Appendix when called upon to
do so (Book at home)

84

Cautioned

Blowing of steam at Totley Brook Giving cause for Complaint

87

Cautioned

To Work with Greater Care in Similar Circumstances (Collided with train in a
Fog, Ireland colliery)

91

Cautioned

Signing E369 in Gland Book instead of Repair Book

93

Cautioned

Leaving Tool boxes of E1689 in a very Dirty Condition

95

Cautioned

Putting E868 away with only 5 fog signals

96

Cautioned

Omitting to call C Lee and T Bramley – went home to Dry his Clothes and Fell
Asleep

97

Fined 5/-

Causing collision and damage to E1694 and 2?708 Summit Sidings Staveley

97

Gratuity 5/-

For noticing a large piece of Limestone fixed in Crossing at Bamford and
Prompt action

98

Cautioned

Washing his hands at 5.45pm when he should be working

100

3/6

For Causing slight damage to Stop Block and wagons through attempting to
leave siding when Disc Signal was at danger at Bamford

100

Cautioned

Retaining Card Pass 2582 when signing off duty

100

Fined 2/6

Not properly cleaning out Fire and Smokebox when putting engine away
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THE AXE MAN COMETH

848,591.

The 1960s era was one of turmoil
and uncertainty for the national
railways of Britain, not least of
which were the problems of
uneconomic rail services, especially
rural branch lines and under used
train services.

In December 1954, the British Transport
Commission published a report entitled
“Modernisation and Re-Equipment of British
Railways”, which outlined a significant
expenditure of £1,200 million for the repair
and upgrading of the railways. Passenger
stations would be improved to the amount
of £55 million and freight services were to
receive £35 million in investment. Freight
depots and marshalling yards would have
£80 million spent on them and a further
£10 million on associated operating costs.
In addition, new locomotives would cost
£150 million and new passenger rolling
stock would be £230 million. A budget
of £125 million was set aside for the
expansion of 25kV AC overhead and
750V DC third rail electrification, with a
further £210 million for re-signalling and
telecommunications. The downside of all
this was that operational budget savings
would firstly have to be made elsewhere.
The economics of the era were such that
the principal day-to-day earned income of
the railways was obtained from passenger
tickets, freight receipts and tenancy rents,
not from governmental handouts.

Any conversation on the topic amongst
railway enthusiasts today will bring forth the
name of Richard Beeching, known in his day
for good reason as “the axe man”.
In 1939, the “Big Four” railways of the UK
were brought under direct government
control by the Railway Executive
Committee in anticipation of the onset of
World War Two.
Peace came in 1945 and the railways
were returned to private hands. However,
the railways infrastructure had suffered
greatly during the war, not only from air
raid bomb damage but also from minimal
maintenance and complete lack of any
improvements. Likewise, the locomotives
and rolling stock were mostly worn out and
fit only for scrapping. The solution seemed
to be Nationalisation, which beckoned
with the passing of the 1947 Transport Act
and the creation of the British Transport
Commission that followed, with effect from
1st January 1948.

The Minister of Transport from 1959-64 was
Ernest Marples. He appointed Dr Richard
Beeching as the Chairman of the future
British Railways Board with effect from
1st June 1961. Beeching was already under
contract as a physicist working for Imperial
Chemical Industries. He was therefore taken
on secondment and would return to ICI
upon completion of his task. His remit was
to close at least one third of the UK rail
network which was seen as unprofitable. His
annual salary of £24,000 was considered to
be extravagant, given that the salary of the
then Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan, was
a mere £14,000 per annum. At 2018 prices,
£24,000 would be worth £488,121.

Between 1948 and 1952 the railways made
a comfortable annual profit. However, the
nation was about to enter a period of
recession. In particular, bulk freight traffic for
the mineral industries, especially iron ore,
steel, limestone and coal, declined steeply.
Railway traffic generally fell by 12% during
this period. The total freight wagon fleet at
nationalisation in 1948 stood at 1,209,380
vehicles but by 1963 (the year of the
Beeching report) this figure had dropped to
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By 1960 the annual operating losses for
the railways had risen to £67.7 million and
there was a further sharp increase in 1961
to £86.9 million. Much of this was caused
by the necessary expenditure in new diesel
and electric locomotives as steam traction
was being eliminated at an accelerated pace.
The Transport Act of 1962 abolished the
British Transport Commission and created
the way for the British Railway Board, which
officially came into being on 1st January
1963. By this time, the railway network had
already been reduced by 3,300 route miles.
The 1962 Act also limited the powers of the
regional Passenger Transport Consultative
Committees and thus the matters of social
factors could be conveniently ignored when
assessing line closures.

continued...

in the chosen survey week. No benefits
or allowances in the branch line feeder
traffic emanating into the mail line routes
were considered. Overall, the report made
a number of assumptions regarding the
financial stability of the national railways.
Each station under threat had its ticket
accounts carefully scrutinised. A useful
income for some rural railways was school
pupil season tickets, but these were paid for
in bulk by the local education authorities
directly on account to the British Railway
Board head office in London and were not
credited to the individual stations.
Much emphasis was made of rural bus
routes as alternatives to rail services and
how they could readily absorb all the
passengers displaced from the closed
branch lines. This process came to be
known as “Bustitution”. In practice, single
decker buses of limited capacity on narrow
winding roads could not cope with seasonal
passenger increases or adverse weather
conditions. A single branch line train of 200
passengers would require the equivalent of
at least three replacement buses for every
journey. Many of the bus operators were
private enterprises, which could not afford
to invest in more buses and operating staff.
If the operator subsequently found a route
to be unprofitable, he was free to withdraw,
leaving those communities without any
form of public transport. It should also be
remembered that private car ownership in
the early 1960s was such that only one in
nine families possessed a car.

Maps were drawn up of the proposed
areas and all railway routes were studied.
Examples of targeted areas included much
of Scotland with no less than 51 sections
of route selected for closure, 15 sections in
Wales and 17 sections in the East Anglian
area of England. Similar cuts were to affect
all of the UK. Rail traffic surveys, both
passenger and freight, were undertaken to
validate the initial assumptions. A census
of passenger flows was carried out. This
study was implemented at all the stations in
question during a single week in April 1961
and was therefore unrepresentative of the
whole story. This conveniently ignored the
peak demands in holiday traffic during the
summer months and other busy periods.
With such a narrow sampling, the figures
only represented a 1:52 ratio of the whole
year’s ticket revenue.

The much anticipated report was
published in March 1963 under the title of
“The Reshaping of British Railways”. The
conclusions were that 5,000 miles of route
would be abandoned, which included the
closure of 2,363 passenger stations. An
area of the UK amounting to more than
18,000 square miles in total would now be
completely without a railway connection.

It was the rural branch lines that suffered
the most, especially if they had minimal
freight traffic receipts to bolster the
passenger income. The national media ran
a story that a 12 year old schoolboy had
noticed in the reports that one line was
under-represented by 20,000 tons of freight
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The justification claimed that despite a
loss of 5,000 route miles, it would still be
possible to retain 95% of the combined
passenger and freight traffic. During this
period, the railways were carrying 40 million
tons of general freight merchandise annually
but this portion of the business was still
losing £30 million annually in operating
costs.

routes, which by inference could therefore
be demoted to secondary routes or closed
altogether. To take one example, the report
recommended that the East Coast Main
Line north of Newcastle to Berwick upon
Tweed should be closed, as it would still
be possible to reach Edinburgh by using
the West Coast Main Line and changing
trains in Glasgow. It was stated that a total
of between £50 million and £100 million
could thus be saved, by closing more routes.
However, fortunately this was not to be. The
proposal was rejected by the Government
who feared another public backlash over
more cuts. No doubt the truth was that
there was going to be a General Election
during the implementation of this scheme.
Consequently, Beeching’s work was done
and he returned to ICI.

The report also made brief mention of
the fact that an estimated 70,000 railway
men and women could lose their jobs.
Redundancy payments for up to one year
would be made if alternative employment
could not be found elsewhere on the
rail system. If alternative railway work
could only be found at a lower pay grade,
then that person would receive a salary
equal to his previous position for a
period of up to five years. Where all this
compensation money was to come from
was not explained. The additional costs of
road widening and improvements to carry
the inevitable increase in vehicular traffic
demands was similarly not considered in
the report. The fact that the road transport
system was heavily subsidised and yet the
rail system had to make a profit on its
own merits did not go unnoticed in some
quarters. The comparisons of short haul
airline companies and their UK internal
routes was also completely ignored.

Beeching certainly had his critics but it is
fair to say that he was often unreasonably
blamed for post-war rail closures which
were not of his making. Railway historians
have suggested that the decisions on
closures were the entire responsibility
of government ministers of the day. Not
being a career politician, he was probably
seen as being expendable if the report was
rejected. In his retirement, Beeching often
retorted that it was the politicians who
made the final decisions about the railway
cuts and he was merely the messenger.
More importantly, not being a career railway
man, he was not expected to be sentimental
about cutting down the railways to achieve
the objective. The comedians of the era
loved him. The musical duo of Flanders and
Swann performed a popular song called
“The Slow Train”, which listed in verse the
names of some stations that were now
gone forever. Beeching was not forgotten
by the well-known TV comedy script writer
David Croft, with a popular series entitled
“Oh, Doctor Beeching!” which ran for
three seasons of 19 episodes on the BBC

This was not the end of the cuts. In
February 1965 Beeching recommended a
second round of railway “improvements”.
The report was titled “The Development
of the Railway Trunk Routes”. It was
determined that from a total of 7,500
miles of main line railways, 3,000 miles on
nine separate routes were proposed for
modernisation. The focus was to be on the
West Coast Main Line, the East Coast Main
Line and the Great Western Main Line.
This was on the basis that there was still
excessive duplication of the remaining trunk
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in 1995-7. Ian Hislop, the journalist and TV
personality narrated a documentary on the
Beeching era for BBC 4 called “Ian Hislop
Goes Off The Rails”, first aired in 2008 and
now available on the internet in six parts,
from the Great British Steam website.
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because a railway route is uneconomic in
one year does not mean that it can’t turn
a profit in the future years. Population
growth alone would make this a certainty.
Today, we would also say that rail transport
is by far more environmentally friendly and
energy efficient than the road alternative.
From the good safety record of railways in
general, certainly they are much safer than
road usage. It is good to see that the trend
towards new railway electrification projects
continues, with benefits for reduced carbon
emissions and the improved operational
economies that it brings. Now the remaining
railways have reached bursting point
passenger-wise and the new “High Speed 2”
railway is in the first stages of construction
at an estimated cost of £56 billion. We as a
nation could have kept our railways intact
(or at least with routes capable of easy
reinstatement) if we only had the foresight
and determination.

The other ‘interests’ of the man who
appointed Beeching, Ernest Marples, are
now well known. Marples was a business
partner in the civil engineering firm of
Marples Ridgeway, who had built part of
the M1 motorway in 1959, followed by
two large motorway flyovers in London, at
Hammersmith and at Chiswick. This was a
“conflict of interest” in legal terms as he
was still the Transport Minister at the time.
Upon retirement, he was found guilty of tax
evasion in the UK but fled to voluntary exile
in Monaco in 1975. He died in Monte Carlo
in 1978.
In July 1965 Beeching was invested as the
First Baron Beeching of East Grinstead and
in the same year appointed as a Director of
Lloyds Bank. There is conflicting evidence as
to whether he was sacked from the British
Railway Board or resigned by choice but he
returned to ICI as Deputy Chairman and
retired in 1968. He died at East Grinstead in
Sussex on 23rd March 1985.

Vignoles

There is no doubt that the short sighted
decisions to close some railway routes
resulted in permanently depriving many
rural communities. What was far worse in
most cases was to then allow the land to
be sold off for housing or other commercial
development. This inevitably rendered
any future proposals for the re-opening
of the routes back to rail usage as being
economically unfeasible. However, the
Beeching report did not specify what was
to be done with the vacant land that had
been accrued. The routes should have been
reserved or protected, but it was not to
be. It has also been pointed out that just

Bill has once again created a beautiful flower
display outside the cafe, admired by all our visitors.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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VOLUNTEERS’ REPORT
Since my last report the Shock
Wagon that we had in for attention
has been finished off.

and fitted and “Harry is now back in
service. So at the moment we have both
our two shunters, the 03 and “Harry”, back
in service.

It has had some metal and timber replaced
and its brake system straightened out – it
was in a bad state due to some unrecorded
incident in its past – and has been painted
and sign written.The wagon was then moved
out of the Volunteers corner to make way
for the next project which was “Harry”, one
of the Roundhouse’s resident shunters.

Whilst Spencers have been working on
the East Midland Trains upgrade work
around the site, we have helped by tidying
up after them. We have recovered useful
components and off cuts of such thing
as timber and walkway grilling. Also old
useless timber has been taken up the
branch for burning, but that will have to
wait now until this drought period ends.
The walkway grilling is ideal for fitting into
our pit boards to keep air circulating and
stopping the underneath of the boards
getting damp and rotting: every pit has
a drain down to the circular drainage
tunnel and moisture condenses onto the
underside of the boards. We have fitted a
few pits with these vent grills but we really
do need more so we will have to see if we
can get more grilling.

The first job was sending the gearbox
away to specialists to be refurbished. This
proved to be a long and protracted job
as some of the annulus gearing (internal
ring gear) needed internal grinding and
the company we used had difficulty finding
someone to do it as a “one off” job.
Eventually we got the gearbox back and we
could install it in “Harry”.
Whilst on this project, we took the time
to correct an ongoing problem with the air
system. This was caused by dirt entering
the Unloader Valve when it got up to
pressure. We found it impossible to get rid
of all dirt coming from the system and so
it was decided to fit an online strainer in
front of the Unloader that we could clean
out at regular intervals. This was purchased

Looking back a little further, the
beer festival took a few weekends of
preparation, tidying, shunting, putting up
lights etc. but I’m sure it was all worth it as
it seemed another great success.
Don Cambridge
The Weekend Work Gang pictured
from left to right John, Alan, James,
Richard, Jim, Mel and Frank. Not
pictured Paul and Don.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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MONEY MATTERS
This is difficult trying to follow in
the footsteps of Nigel Atkinson who
has produced this report probably
since the Newsletter began!

and occasional bugle calls of the team’s
esteemed leader, Mr Donald Cambridge.
So, to my first report, which is a brief one
given that I’m still new in the role ….

First, I have to reiterate the comments
made in the previous Newsletter and
thank Nigel for all the hard work he put
into the BHESS Treasurer’s role over many
years. I’ve now have had a taste of the role
and it has already told me how much he
must have put into it, notwithstanding his
previous additional responsibilities with
our trading subsidiary Barrow Hill Limited
(BHL), the shop, the admissions, etc etc!

In order to change the Treasurer details,
Mervyn and I set about the job of visiting
the three financial organisations with
whom the Society has its accounts.
We soon learnt that this wasn’t to be a
straightforward exercise, but we’re getting
there slowly! One lesson learnt is to have
a second online banking account available
for contingency purposes and an exercise
is under way to look into this. BHESS and
BHL now also have a new accountancy
firm, Hewitt Card of Mansfield, supporting
them, which includes assisting us with the
processing of wages and VAT. All in all, we’re
making good progress with the accounts
following on from Nigel’s work.

To introduce myself to those who don’t
know me, I have been a trustee at the
Roundhouse since August 2015. I’m retired
and spent much of my working life as a
financial and IT auditor. Unlike Nigel, I don’t
possess an accountancy qualification, but
have some experience with bookkeeping.
I became an active volunteer with the
Society after reading an article in the
Newsletter requesting support for the
Collections Team. During the early part
of that time, I also became involved in
the Museum’s accreditation with the Arts
Council, assisting and learning from our
previous Chairman, Mike Kennedy.

The finances themselves remain healthy
and contain sufficient funds to cover
known future expenditure. In the period
since the last Newsletter, many of the
expenditure invoices processed have
been for HLF-related activities associated
with our ‘Moving Forward’ project. We
continue to submit requests to the HLF
for repayment of 88% of those costs (the
Society bears the other 12%) and so far,
we have received almost £952,800 of the
£1,170,600 HLF grant. The main item of
non-HLF expenditure was approximately
£2,800 for repairs to the gearbox on
the Drewry 0-4-0 shunter “Harry”
(there’s more about the shunter overhaul
elsewhere in this Newsletter).

On that score, I’m currently assisting
with the Society’s updated Forward Plan
for submission to the trustees, having
completed an update of our Business
Diagnostic. Both documents are required
by Museum Development East Midlands
(MDEM) who support us with funding
grants and training. I enjoy my Wednesdays
working on the Museum collections with a
great bunch of lads, while trying to protect
my ears from the various vocal renderings

In terms of income, the main event in
this reporting period was Rail Ale, which
once more continued to be a financial
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success for us. We also received a £4,900
VAT reclaim and a very pleasant £900 in
donations, £570 of which was collected
during Rail Ale. At the time of writing, the
Society also has around £11,200 in its
funds which is reserved for improvements
to the display cases on view in the
Roundhouse. This arises from an original
grant of £23,000 received from MDEM for
a contractor to carry out this work.

noticeable on our special events weekends.
Bill and Ellen continue their sterling work
in the Café, with assistance from Vicky
and – because of the increased number of
visitors – we have also employed a cook to
assist Bill.
In the Shop, we now have a great team of
willing volunteers who are doing a fantastic
job of up-selling gifts and souvenirs as well
as introducing visitors to the Roundhouse
story and giving them tips and guidance on
what to look out for as they walk round.
We would love to welcome new members
to the Shop team so if you are interested
please do contact us at shop@barrowhill.
org. A small amount of training is required
for the till along with enthusiasm and a
good rapport with people; nothing too
onerous.

Paul Millington
Treasurer

SHOP & CAFÉ
The Shop and Café continue to make
a valuable financial contribution to
the upkeep and conservation of our
Roundhouse. Visitor numbers are
continuing to grow and this is especially

AND FINALLY continued...
We are pleased to be able to
share some more photographs from
the Bill & Jim Froggatt Collection,
although we’re sure you will agree
that there is a certain element of
sadness to these particular images.
Jim recalls…

The loco shed and service closed in the early
1960s and the station became derelict. In
1966 I went to Art School in Leicester to study
architecture and Mum and Dad moved to
Inkersall.Whilst it would have been preferable
to have taken photos of the station whilst it
was intact, by the time I had a decent camera
(1968/9) the station had become as the
photos show. I am not sure when it was finally
demolished? The down main line remained in
place for a number of years to serve Arkwright
Colliery.

We lived very close to the station and we
were one the first “Midland” families to be
accommodated in the “Great Central (GC)”
Railway cottages in Staveley.The cottages
were adjacent to the GC line and quite often
as children we would be offered short rides
on the steam locos as we all had fathers who
worked on the railway - it was wonderful.We
also used to regularly catch the train from
this station to Sheffield, Chesterfield and
Nottingham hauled by “B1s” or “Directors”.
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AND FINALLY continued...

Photos: The Bill and Jim Froggatt Collection
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Above: The Pioneer Diesel Group have brought another Peak into the Roundhouse to start on its
restoration. 45105 is seen here on the turntable being moved into position ready for work to start.
Below: The Roundhouse 1F waits patiently at Roundhouse Halt...
Photos: Dale Holford

The Roundhouse makes more memories for both
the stars and the audience on 26th May 2018.
All photos: Jon Veitch

